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1. Interpolation problem 
Let be given numbers aY < a2 < ... < an and an incidence matrix E = (e/y-), 
i = 1,2,..., n; j = 0, 1, ..., v (each etj is either 0 or 1). Given the values f[
J) (the 
j-th derivative at the point at) for all i, j such that eu = 1, find a polynomial p(x) (if it 
exists) of degree 
m = £ £rj " * 
that satisfies 
pUXXi)=fl» if 80-= 1. 
This problem is known as the Hermite-Birkhoff interpolation problem (see e.g. [1]), 
shortly HB-interpolation. Hermite interpolation forms a special case of HB-inter-
polation: the incidence matrix has then the following property: 
(1) 8ij= l=->ey> = 1 for 1 £j'£j. 
Another special case has been investigated in [2]: v = 1 and e /0 + e n = 1 for 
i = 1,2, ..., n. 
2. H-transformation 
Let e = {(U) : 1 ^ i ^ n, 0 ^ j S v, e/y = 1} and let nr be an integer, 1 <; ;ir ^ m. 
Let <pfc, i/>fc (k = 0, 1) be the mappings 
<ph: {1,2, ..., nr} -> {1,2, .. . , n} 
^ : { V 2 , . . . , n r } - > { 0 , l , . . . , v } . 
Let us denote 
(2) ek = {(<pk(i)^k(i)): i = l , 2 , . . . , n r } . 
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We suppose that cpk x \j/k is a one-to-one mapping and, moreover, 
(ij)eek=>8ij = k (k = 0, 1) . 
We suppose also that the mapping $: e1 -» e0 defined by 
<KPI(0>^I(0) = W0^o(0) 
is one-to-one. 
We shall call the quadruple T = (cp1, cp0, \j/l9 \j/0) an H-transformation if the 
matrix F7 
gT = ye.v (iJ)tti v e0 
U ' \ 1 ~ e,v 0 - I ) e g i u ^o 
satisfies (1). The number tir is then called the degree of the H-transformation. 
For each incidence matrix E there is at least one H-transformation. 
Examples of H-transformations. 
1 0 1 1 0^ 
1 1 0 0 0 1 
i 1 
1 0 1 0 0/ 
^ ( 1 ) = 2 ^ ( 1 ) = 0 ^ ( 2 ) = 2 ^ ( 2 ) = 4 
cp0(l) = 1 ^0(1) = 1 cp0(2) = 3 ij,0(2) = 1 . 
The transformation is represented graphically by the arrows in E. 
The transformed matrix: 
!\ 1 1 1 0^ 
ET = 0 0 0 0 0 
\ l 1 1 0 o) 
2. Indicating the transformation only graphically: 
Another transformation can be found in the example to the algorithm below. 
With the matrix ET an Hermite interpolation problem is associated — of course 
with partly unknown values. The multiplicity p{ of the point ax can be expressed in 
this way: 
(3) Pi = max {j + 1: (ij) e (e u e0) - et} . 
(maximum of the empty set is 0). It can occur that p{ = 0 for some i — then the cor-
responding points are not present in the Hermite interpolation. 
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3. System of equations for unknown values 
The Hermite interpolation problem associated with ET, which is equivalent to the 
given HB-interpolation problem under the condition that we know the values f\j) for 
(/, /) G e0i reads as follows: 
p 0 ) (a .) = /<•>> for / = 1,2, ...,n 
I = 0, l , . . . , p f - 1 (if/>, * 0 ) . 
Supposing we know these values (hence they exist) we can write the Hermite inter­
polation polynomial in the form (see e.g. [7]): 
p(x) = ťl lW í,(x)/P, 






j l i x - a f 
) P , - J - I ) 







Polynomials Hl7 (of degree ^ m) are fully characterized by the following pro­
perties: 
H\f(ak) = 0 for i += fc and 0 g s ^ pfc - 1 , 
H\s)(a() = 0 for 0 ̂  s ^ Pi - i and s 4= jf, 
H<?(af) = 1 . 
The expression for p(x) can be rewritten in the form 
p ( x ) = I H , . , ( x ) / P + £ Hu(x)f«K 
(ij)eeo (ij)ee-(eouex) 
If we take now fp} for (/, j) e <?0 as unknown values, we have for them the following 
system of equations 
A(,) = V{'\ak) = S / « ( « * . ) + X / « H{n(fl4) 
( i , j)6e0 (ij)ee—(eovei) 
for all (k, I) e e{ — so we have exactly nr equations for nr unknown values f\
j). 
Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence and uniqueness 
of the solution of the HB-interpolation problem is 
det (H%(ak)) 4= 0 , (i,j) e e0, (k, I) e e. , 
where e0 and ex are given by (2) and Htj by (4). 
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4. Calculation of the system 
Let y denote the vector of unknown values: 
(5) yi=f%$», i = L 2 , . . . , n r . 
The system of equations for y is then d — Ry + q, where 
A _ fOMO) 
Kij - n<po(j),il>oU)\U<Pi(i)) 
and 
for all i — 1, 2, ..., nr. 
Il = I A(°Hif'(i)V,1(0) 
(k,l)ee- (eouei ) 
The direct computation of d, R, g is complicated. Nevertheless, we can use the 
interpolation once more: 
Let y be any nr-dimensional vector. Replacing all unknown values off\J\ (i, j) e e0, 
by components of y in the way that (5) holds, we get the Hermite interpolation pro-
blem. Let py be the solution of this problem. Let us denote by d(y) the vector with 
the components 
^O0 = P(' ,(i)K.(o)-
It is clear that d(0) = q. If now r/(l) (i — 1,2,..., nr) are the nr-dimensional unit 
vectors (n{p = S^) then it holds 
di(nU)) = Rtj + qt • 
The last formula enables us to calculate a system for the unknown values. 
In the preceding method some derivatives of Hermite interpolation polynomials 
were needed. We can proceed in different ways: Either we can obtain the correspond-
ing polynomial by one of the rapid methods (see e.g. [3] — [6]) and then calculate 
the necessary derivatives, or we can adapt these methods to obtain the derivatives 
directly. All rapid methods serve to calculate coefficients of the Hermite interpolation 
polynomial, i.e., (up to a multiple) the derivatives at zero. It is sufficient to make 
a shift to get the derivatives at another point. Moreover, all the mentioned methods 
have the property that for the calculation of the 5-th derivative it is necessary to cal-
culate all lower derivatives — but not the higher ones. This property is common to 
all algorithms of this type and we shall make use of it in the suggested algorithm. 
In the Appendix we give an algorithm based on other principles. This algorithm is, 
however, not so rapid when all the derivatives are needed. 
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5. Algorithm 
We are given: E, values f\J) for (i,j)eel9 numbers ai9 an H-transformation 
T = ((pl9 <p0, \l*u ^o)
 o f degree nr. 
Step 1. Calculate the numbers 
pi = max {j + 1: (i,j) e (e u e0) - e«} . 
Step 2. Calculate q: take y = 0 (so we have a Hermite problem). Using a suitable 
algorithm (see e.g. the Appendix) for calculating derivatives of the Hermite interpola-
tion polynomial, calculate 
qr - L> \"<Pi(i)1 • 
It is convenient to use the property of the algorithm: if q>i(i) = <Pi(j) and i/j^i) < 
< ^i(I), then in calculating q- we get qf as an intermediate result. 
Step 3. Calculate Ri}\ From the properties of the H-transformation follows that 
always ^j(i) > p^.(/) — V so R^ must be calculated from the relation 
Rij = P & > ( 0 K . < O ) - ««• 
In calculating the derivatives we use the same property of the algorithm for obtaining 
the derivatives as in Step 2. 
Step 4. Solve the system d = Ry + q with the right-hand sides dt = /£f([)
0). The 
condition det (R) + 0 is sufficient and necessary for the existence and uniqueness 
of the solution of the HB-interpolation problem. 
Step 5. Replacing the unknown values by the solution of the system: 
mod)) _ v 
J (po(i) > i ' 
we get a Hermite interpolation problem, which is equivalent to the original HB-pro-
blern. Now we can proceed by any suitable method for Hermite interpolation. 
6. Example 
The searched polynomial will be p(x) = x5 + 1, n = 3, at = — 1, a2 = 0, a3 = 1. 
/I 1 0 0 l \ 
E = 1 0 1 0 0 1, 
\0 0 1 0 0/ 
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H-transformation: nr = 2, 
cPi(l) = 2 ^ ( 1 ) = 2 rpx(2) = 3 ^ ( 2 ) = 2 
^o(l) = 1 <AoO) = 2 p0(2) = 1 ^ c (2) = 3 
The unknown values are then yt = f j
2 ) , y2 = f
( 3 ) . 
The prescribed values 
/0 5 0 0 -120\ 
f = 1 0 0 0 0 , 
\0 0 20 0 0/ 
Pi 5, p2 = l .Pз 0. 





5 - 10x3 - 20x2 - lOx + 
2. j ; = r/(1). The Hermite problem: 
- 1 
~~o" 





0 5 1 0 -120 
1 
nothing 
_V>(*) = l ( * 5 - 5x4 - 30x3 - 49x2 - 23x + 2). 
3. y = yj(2). The Hermite problem: 




PMX) = K5*5 - 5*4 - 6 9*3 - 1 2 7^2 - 62x + 6)-
The system of equations: 
qt = /'o
2)(«2) = - 40 </, = /><2,(a3) = - 80 
Ru = Pj&fe) -<?, = - 9 R12 = />$>(«2) - «i = - (2 + i ) 
R2l = pico(a3) - .72 -= - 79 R22 = p%{a3) - q2 = - (24 + | ) . 
The system d = R>> + q, rf, = 0, d2 = 20 has the solution yx = —20, y2 = 60 
s o t h a t / < 2 ) = - 2 0 , / 1
( 3 ) = 60. 
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7. Problem 
Let Tbe an H-transformation of the matrix E of the degree nr. For all i,l = 1 ^ n, 
we define 
A(i) - max{j + l . ^ e e j . 
Let <T(/) be the number of operations (multiplications and divisions) of the method 
used for solving a system of linear equations with an I x / matrix (usually a(l) = cl3) 
and let n(k) be the number of operations for calculating the derivatives up to the 
k-th order of the Hermite interpolation polynomial. 
General formulation of the problem: Find the algorithm which for a given matrix E 
determines the H-transformation that minimizes 
a(nr) + £n(A(i)). 
i = l 
Author does not know even the answers to the following simplifications of the 
problem: 
a) Find the algorithm which for a given matrix E determines its H-transformation 
with the minimal degree. 
b) Find the algorithm which determines that H-transformation of minimal degree 
n 
which minimizes the sum ]T A(i). 
i = l 
APPENDIX 
Iteration scheme for calculating the values and the derivatives of the Hermite inter-
polation problem 
We are given numbers al < a2 < ... < an and the corresponding multiplicities pt. 
At the point ah the value f\
0) and the derivatives fjJ\ for 1 g j = pi — 1, are given. 
These conditions determine uniquely the Hermite interpolation polynomial p(x). 
If for all i, Pi — 1, then we have the usual interpolation and we can use the Neville-
Aitken iteration scheme: 
If we need the value of p at x, we calculate for k = 1, 2, ..., n the rows of the scheme 
according to the relations 
•PÎФ2 •••(P«+l-k 
1 _ /(0) Ф Î - -Л 
^ - _ ^ + _ _ ± J _ _ ( - _ в J ) . 
*j + k uj 
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Then we have p(x) = cpnv The essential property of this scheme is that cp\ is the value 
(at x) of the interpolation polynomial which is determined by the points and values: 
ai ai+i • • • ai + k-i 
WO) WO) WO) 
Ji J i+1 • • •J i + k-1 • 
A similar scheme, however, exists also for the Hermite interpolation: Let ppt be 
the partial sums of the multiplicities: pp0 = 0, ppt = pt + . . . + pt. The numbers 
a1? a2, ..., am and values (p\,cp\, .->,cpm are defined in this way: ocj = ahcp) = f-°\ 
where i satisfies ppi-i < j S PPr 
The rows of the scheme are then calculated according to the relations 
<P j+i - < P I . x - oLj) , if a J H 
j + k 
WA 
v- '— (x — ocj)k, if otj+k = ay (i is determined by a,- = af) . 
k! 
Then p(x) = (pm holds. 
Proof. As in the proof of the Neville-Aitken scheme it is sufficient to notice that 
cp\ is the value of the (Hermite) interpolation polynomial, which is determined by the 
points and values uniquely obtainable from the numbers a£, oci+u ..., cLi+k^v The 
Neville-Aitken procedure is interrupted only if two points are identical. Let the point a 
have the multiplicity r, i.e.,f(0), . . . , f ( r _ 1 ) is given at a. The proposed scheme calcu-
lates the needed polynomial: 
W l ) W2) W r - l ) 
f(0) + - > _ ( x _ a)+
J—(x - a)2 + ... + -1 (x - a)-1 . 
1! V ; 2! V J ( r - 1)!V 




o<p) = <P) 
s<Pj — s<Pj = = . . . = - s<pj = o for all corresponding j (i.e. the first s rows are zero) 
(s<P)+l -S<P))(* ~ «/) + S(s-1?*-M ~ s-l^j) - f „ , „ 
^ j + i = ,«>* + / «j+k-ccj 
\ /\(/c) 
(x — oCj)k~s if a7- = ay+fc (i is determined by a7- = a,) . 
(fc - «)! 
We have pW>\ 
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Proof. It is sufficient to notice that s(p
kj are polynomials in x and to differentiate 
all the schemes. 
When realizing this scheme it is sufficient to keep in the memory only one row from 
each scheme. A special case of this algorithm can be found in [2]. 
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S o u h r n 
ALGORITMUS PRO HERMITE-BIRKHOFFOVU INTERPOLACI 
JIŘÍ FIALA 
Dána jsou čísla at < a2 < . . . < an, incidenční matice E = (e t7), i = 1, 2, .... n; 
j = 0, 1, ..., v a hodnoty f\J) (j-tá derivace v bodě at) pro všechna i,j taková, že 
SÍJ = 1. Hermite-Birkhoffovou interpolační úlohou se rozumí nalezení polynomu p 
(existuje-Ii) stupně m = £ s}j — 1, splňujícího podmínky p
(J)(xi) = f\
J), když s0- = 1. 
V článku se předkládá algoritmus, který převádí tuto úlohu na Hermiteovu inter­
polaci. Algoritmus dopočítává vybrané chybějící hodnoty derivací: tyto hodnoty 
jsou vyjádřeny pomocí některých zadaných hodnot. Způsob výběru všech těchto 
hodnot se zadává pomocí transformace incidenční matice E. Chybějící hodnoty 
se získají řešením soustavy lineárních rovnic: matice soustavy a její pravé strany 
se počítají pomocí Hermiteovy interpolace. Potřebné derivace Hermiteových inter-
polačních polynomů lze při tom počítat algoritmem uvedeným v dodatku. 
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